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PAGA
HELPING TO CREATE THE
FOUNDATIONS GROWTH AND
EXPANSION
Nigerian mobile payment startup Paga has big ambitions. Founded in 2009, the
company is now the country’s leading mobile payment company with over 9 million
customers and 17,000 agents. The key to its success is an efficient payment system that
all Nigerians can access via mobile phone or a network of agents with Paga payment
terminals. The next goal is to become “the leading electronic currency for Africa” and
take the concept to other countries in Africa and beyond.
What makes Paga interesting
Paga’s mission is to “Transform lives by delivering innovative and universal access to
financial services”. To do this, it is building an ecosystem that enables people to send
and receive money digitally, and creating simple financial access for everyone. The
ultimate goal is to make it simple for one billion people to access and use money.
For consumers, Paga’s core offering is a money transfer service that lets you send money
to anyone with a mobile phone. To do so, you can either transfer it via your phone from
your Paga account, if you have one, or use a kiosk at any Paga Agent. The service can be
used to send and receive money, airtime, for person-to-company bill payment and instore and online merchant payments. Businesses, meanwhile, can use the Paga ewidget to integrate Paga’s online checkout process into their websites and collect
payment via Paga’s agent network, text message or via the Paga mobile app or online
portal.
The Paga platform, is positioned as a partner to traditional banks rather than a rival and
Paga makes its money on merchant payments, bank-to-bank transfers and selling
airtime and data. Future money-earning opportunities include support for savings and
lending.
How Goodwell helped Paga to grow
Paga’s innovative multichannel concept has helped the company to become Nigeria’s leading
mobile payment facilitator and the company is now focusing on expansion abroad. This led in 2018
to a new a $10 million funding round that brought Paga’s total funding to date to $35 million.
Participants in the round included Global Innovation Partners, Goodwell, Adlevo Capital, Omidyar
Network and Unreasonable Capital.

As Paga’s first institutional investor in 2011, Goodwell helped Paga create a professional
management and corporate-governance structure, strengthening the company’s reputation and
so making Paga more attractive to future investors. This gave Paga the space to grow and lay the
groundwork for the next phase: international expansion.
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Goodwell first invested in 2011, followed with 3 follow on investment,
including round of New $10 million funding from Goodwell and others
will help drive Paga’s planned global expansion, beginning with
Ethiopia, Mexico and the Philippines
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